


GAME COMPONENTS 

1 Two-Sided Game Board 

(Tracks / No Tracks) 
 

30 DNA Cards (25 Human,  

5 Martian Clone) 
 

12 Agent Cards 
 

86 Skill Cards 
 

20 Threat Cards 
 

7 Martian “+1 Threat”  

Counters 
 

4 Resource Tokens 
 

1 Initiative Pog 
 

1 “Quick Reference” Card 

GOAL & BACKGROUND 

SETUP 

They came for our resources... They came to         

annihilate us... They came for our, cows?!  

Welcome to an alternate-history 1950’s where little 

green men from Mars have descended upon Earth. 

Earth’s last line of  defense is an elite, multinational 

team of  skilled agents. If  your DNA is pure, you will 

work to defend your home against the slimy             

invaders. 

If  you find yourself  on the side of  the Martians, your 

goal is to weaken Earth’s resources to a point 

where the hairy, talking apes cannot resist any  

longer. 

The fate of  the Blue Planet is in your hands—what 

will the outcome be? 

Place the 4 Resource Tokens at 

the appropriate starting level on the 

Game Board, as detailed in the table below. 

 

Create a DNA deck for the game based on the 

number of  players, as detailed in the table 

below. Place the remaining DNA cards in the 

game box—they won’t be used for this game. 
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Number of 

Players 

Starting      

Resources 

Martian   

DNA Cards 

Human    

DNA Cards 

3 6 1 8 

4 9 2 10 

5 9 2 13 

6 12 3 15 

7 12 3 18 

8 15 4 20 

9 15 4 23 

10 18 5 25 

Place the Game Board in the center of  the 

table, with the resource track side face-up 

(the other side may optionally be used with 

four piles of  your own resource tokens).  

2 
STEP 

1 
STEP 



PLAYING THE GAME            Shuffle each deck of  cards and place them 

           beside the main game board: 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                     

 

                                   (be sure to use the DNA cards set                          

                                   aside in Step 2) 

 

    Deal cards to each player: 

     Five           One (face-up) One (face-down)                   

            Skill cards     Agent card  DNA card 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Keep your DNA card a secret! Even if  you received 

a Martian Clone DNA card, you cannot reveal your-

self  at this time and it may be beneficial for you to 

bluff  the other players for a few rounds. 

 

            Determine Initiative. The player who most                 

            recently watched a science fiction movie 

gains the Initiative Pog.  

If  this doesn’t work for some reason, then the    

player who most recently watched a sci-fi TV show 

receives the Initiative Pog. If  Initiative still cannot be 

determined, roll a die. 

 

For 3 and 4 player games, place the provided         

reminder card in the center of  the table for            

reference. 

 

Round Summary 

The game is played in rounds. In each round,       

perform the following steps in order: 

1. Deal Skill Cards 

2. Reveal Threats 

3. Choose Threat Leaders 

4. Add Fate 

5. Martian Clone Influence 

6. Human Influence 

7. Resolve Threats 

8. Accusations & Trials 

9. Field Promotions 

10. CONDITIONAL: New Cloning Wave 

11. Martians Reveal (optional) 

12. Discard Cards & Pass Initiative Pog 

 

Round Details 

             Deal Skill Cards. 

             All Human Players receive enough Skill cards 

to bring their hand to 5 cards. 

 

 

 

All revealed Martian Clone players receive enough 

skill cards to bring their hand up to their 

appropriate hand size, according to their level 

(refer to their Martian Clone DNA card). 

 

             Reveal Threats. 

             The player with the Initiative Pog reveals the 

appropriate number of  “active” Threat cards based 

on the number of  players in the game: 
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1 
STEP 

Even if  you have 1 or more face-down “Martian Clone” DNA cards, 

you play as a Human player during this step. Keep up the ruse! 

2 
STEP 

Number of # Active Threats 

3 2 

4 2 

5 3 

6 3 

7 4 

8 4 

9 5 

10 5 

! 

3 
STEP 

4 
STEP 

Dealing the 1st DNA card to is considered the first “Cloning 

Wave”, as detailed in the “Playing the Game” section below. 

5 
STEP 



           Choose Threat Leaders. 

           In Initiative order, each player may choose to 

lead one (and only one) of  the active Threats (by 

placing the Threat card in front of  them). Players 

may optionally choose not to lead a threat. Once 

their decision is made, they pass all remaining 

active Threat cards to the next player in clockwise 

order. 

Civilians and lower level revealed Martian Clone 

players may not lead Threats (refer to the player’s 

Martian Clone DNA card). 

After each player has had one chance to lead a 

Threat, any remaining Threats are placed in the 

center of  the table—they aren’t being led by an 

Agent/Martian but they are still active. If  multiple 

Threats reach the center of  the table in this way, 

shuffle them and lay them out in a random order for 

later resolution.  

 

           Add Fate. 

           Draw 1 Skill card from the draw pile and place 

it face-down next to each Threat, including any 

Threats placed at the center of  the table. 

 

 

 

 

           Martian Clone Influence. 

           Each revealed Martian Clone player may 

discuss strategies and submit Skill Cards (face-

down) into active Threats, within established Rules 

of  Secrecy and Proximity Restrictions (see related 

sections below). Submission of  cards can occur 

freely and in any order. 

Revealed Martian Clone players of  higher levels 

(refer to the player’s Martian Clone DNA card) may 

also distribute their +1 Threat Difficulty counters to 

any Threat(s) they wish at this time (their Martian 

Clone DNA card indicates how many +1 Threat 

counters the player has available to them, based on 

their level).  

     

 

             Human Influence. 

             Each Human player may discuss strategies 

and submit Skill Cards (face-down) into active 

Threats, within established Rules of  Secrecy and 

Proximity Restrictions (see related sections below). 

Submission of  cards can occur freely and in any 

order. 

 

 

 

Recommendations: 

1. Players are expected to play honestly and fairly. 

Even though Skill card contribution is an open 

and unstructured process, players need to be 

careful to submit only what they are legally         

allowed to, based upon proximity restrictions 

(see below) and any other applicable rules. 

2. Threat Leaders are encouraged to try and track 

who contributed how many cards to their threat. 

Of course, the Threat leader may always lie about 

these counts later. 

3. If  your play group runs into problems with this 

open submission process (due to stand-offs and/

or timing/distrust issues) you may wish to switch 

to one of  the optional Skill card contribution    

Variants found at the back of  this rulebook. 
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3 
STEP 

4 
STEP 

Nobody can look at this Fate card yet. It represents luck, outside         

influence, whatever. It will get shuffled into the results pile soon. 

5 
STEP 

Even if  you have 1 or more face-down “Martian Clone” DNA cards, 

you play as a Human player during this step. Keep them guessing! 

6 
STEP 

Proximity Restrictions 
 

Which player is leading each Threat is an important choice in Mars 

vs. Earth. Not only will Human Agents’ unique Skills and 

Leadership choices come into play during Threat resolution, but 

each Threat’s Leader and those players sitting nearest to the 

Leader will be able to  contribute more Skill cards than other 

players, as follows: 

1. The Leader for a Threat may always contribute 3 Skill cards at 

most to the Threat  

2. The two players adjacent to the Leader may contribute 2 Skill 

cards at most  

3. The next two adjacent players may contribute 1 Skill card at 

most  

4. All players may contribute one Skill card at most to each Threat 

without a Leader (those in the center of  the table) - note that 

since these Threats have no Leader, any special effects from 

Skill cards that are normally triggered or determined by a 

leader will be ignored (other effects that do not refer to a 

leader will take effect as normal).  

 

Example on next page 



As depicted in the diagram above, Lilly may 

contribute a maximum number of  cards to active 

Threats based on where she is seated. So, her 

maximum card contributions would look like this:  

• She may contribute up to 3 cards into a Threat she 

Leads. 

• She may contribute up to 2 cards into each Threat 

Led by her neighbors (Jay and/or Jo).  

• She may contribute up to 1 card into each Threat 

Led by her neighbors’ neighbors (Bonnie and/or 

Marc).  

 

 

 

Lilly cannot contribute cards to any Threats led by 

Matt and/or Ryan.   

Un-Led Threats: If  there were any active Threats in 

the center of  the table, then Lilly (and everyone else) 

may contribute at most 1 card to the Threat. 

            

   Resolve Threats. 

           Threats are resolved one at a time. In initiative 

order, resolve each Threat completely before 

moving clockwise around the table. Threats without 

a Leader (those in the center of  the table) are 

resolved after all other Threats.  

Steps to resolve a Threat: 

• Shuffle. The Leader shuffles all Skill cards that 

have been submitted to the Threat (including Fate). 

In the case of  a center-table Threat, the player with 

the Initiative Pog handles this duty. 

• Reveal. The Leader reveals each card one-by-one 

and places them into two piles—cards which match 

the Threat’s Skill(s) (the “good” cards) and cards 

that don’t match (the “bad” cards). 

• Immediate Effects. Resolve any Skill card special 

effects with the yellow ’!’ symbol.  
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Proximity rules only apply to Skill Card submissions. Revealed 

Martians may submit their +1 Threat counters anywhere. 

7 
STEP 

Social Deduction & Rules of  Secrecy 
 

Players cannot refer to any card they may play or 

have played in uniquely identifiable ways. Players 

can say they're helping a Threat a lot, somewhat, or a 

little, but they cannot say things such as:  

• "This card might help or it might not" (this is 

improper because this would typically refer to a Skill 

card with the “New Information” ability)  

• "It won't help this Threat, but could help the 

next" (this is improper because this refers to specific 

Skill Card abilities)  

• "I have a strength three card I can put in"  

• "I have two science cards I can add" 

Likewise, during accusations (Step #8), players may 

say they would have a strong case or a weak case 

against someone, but cannot say more than that.  

Following Threat resolution (Step #7), if  a player is 

asked how many Skill Cards they added to the 

Threat—they may say anything they would like, truth 

or not. For this reason, it is important for Leaders 

and other players to watch closely as cards are 

submitted to Threats, and if  you choose to lie 

yourself  be careful you don't get caught!  

Proximity Restrictions Example:  

Matt 

Bonnie 

Jo Lilly 

Jay 

Marc 

Ryan 

3 
2 

2 

1 

1 

Golden Rules 

Once a card has been played to the table, it cannot be 

taken back or altered except as specifically allowed by 

the rules and/or other cards. The only exception to this 

is if  a card was played in error, against the rules—use 

the honor system to handle these cases. 

If  a card contradicts the rules, the card’s text takes 

precedence. 



• Total the Cards. Add the total strength of  the 

“good” Skill cards, and subtract from that the total 

strength of  the “bad” cards.  

 

 

 

Example: 

When Wild cards are present in non-Agent led 

Threats, their symbols always count as positive/

good. Because of  this, Martian Clone players 

should be careful when attempting to use Wild 

cards offensively - this is by design.  

 

• Add the Leader’s Skill. The Threat leader MUST 

now add one of  their Skill groups to the result total. 

For example, if  Roger Underhill was leading the 

Threat, the player controlling the Agent must now 

choose which skill group to apply from the Agent’s 

skills. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

If  Roger’s player decided to add their Military Skill 

to the Threat, that would count against the total 

(since only Science counts as positive/helpful for 

the example Threat). 
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For Threats with multiple Skill symbols, ALL Skill symbols on the 

Threat card count as “good” for the Threat. Save those cows! 

Threat 

3 “Bad” Symbols 

Submitted Cards 

7 “Good” Symbols 

In the example above, the “Poisoned Reservoir” 

Threat requires Science skill symbols to succeed for 

Humanity. All other symbols count against the 

Threat. So, for this step, in this example, we have a  

total strength result of  +4 (positive 4), which does 

not (yet) meet the Threat’s difficult target of  7… 

 

Wild Things: 

Some Skill cards have “Wild” symbols on them: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The special effects of  the Wild cards work like any 

other Skill card special effects - resolve them as 

normal (likewise, when Wild cards are present in 

non-Agent led Threats, any effects that are 

dependent on a Leader are ignored). 

During this “Total the Cards” 

step, the Leader of  the Threat         

decides how the wild symbols 

will count—good or bad.  

Roger’s player may 

choose to add Science 

(3), Diplomacy (2), or 

Military (2) to the 

positive 4 already 

totaled for the Threat.  

To continue this 

example, let’s assume 

Roger contributes his 

Science Skill. This adds 

3 to the total. 

Skills 

Hidden Martians may want to contribute positive Skills or otherwise 

help Threats succeed, at least early on in the game. Stay hidden! 

Skip this “Add the Leader’s Skill” step for 

Threats in the center of  the table ! 



Successful Threats: If  the Threat attempt 

Succeeded, then resolve all Skill card special 

effects with the green ‘� ’ symbol, in whatever order 

the Leader chooses (note that unless the card 

states otherwise, multiple instances of  the same   

effect will each resolve).  

 

 

 

 

Then add the appropriate amount of  resources 

based on the Threat card’s green ‘� ’ symbol area 

(left side), and resolve any additional effects noted 

in that area. Usually, that box is empty. 

 

 

 

For Threats in the center of  the table: 

Any effects that are normally triggered or               

determined by a Leader are ignored - other effects 

that do not refer to a Leader take effect as normal. 

If  the resolution order of  any of  these effects 

matters then the player with the Initiative Pog 

determines what order they will be resolved in.  

 

Effects referring to the “Next Unresolved Threat”: 

These effects only affect subsequent Threats that 

are already on the table for the current round of  

Threats. If  there are no additional Threats in the 

current round, then those effects are ignored.  

 

  

 

 

Initiative Pog Overrides: 

Some game effects will override the Initiative Pog 

for the next round. Even if  the Initiative Pog is         

already in the overridden state when a game effect 

calls for override, the new effect occurs and the 

pog is moved as appropriate, remaining in the 

overridden state.  
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• Determine Outcome. If  the final total is below the 

Threat’s Target number (the big, yellow number on 

the Threat card), then the attempt to conquer the 

Threat FAILED. Otherwise, the attempt was 

SUCCESSFUL. 

 

Continuing the Example: 

Since Roger contributed his 3 Science, we add that 

to the POSITIVE 4 outcome from totaling the cards. 

That gives a result of  +7 (positive 7). 

Yay! The humans barely win that one and Roger is 

trustworthy! … Or is he? 

 

Now process the results of  the Threat: 

  

Failed Threats: If  the Threat attempt Failed, then          

resolve all Skill card special effects with the red ‘X’ 

symbol, in whatever order the Leader chooses (note 

that unless the card states otherwise, multiple       

instances of  the same effect will each resolve).  

 

 

 

 

Then remove the appropriate amount of  resources 

based on the Threat card’s red ‘X’ symbol area 

(right side), and resolve any additional effects 

noted in that area:  

 

 

If  the Threat was being Led by a Martian Clone   

player, that player may be eligible to remove an    

additional Resource (one that was represented in 

the Threat's loss conditions) - refer to the Martian 

Clone card to determine when this is allowed and 

any other related details: 

Extra 

Bad 



• Score and Discard. After all effects have been 

resolved, all Skill Cards related to the Threat are 

discarded face down. Depending on the Threat's 

outcome, the Threat is placed face down in either a 

Failed Threats discard pile or in one of  three        

Successful Threats piles, based on the current  

Cloning Wave number (see “Winning the Game”    

below). Any +1 Threat counters are returned to the 

appropriate Martian player(s).  

Example:  

Bonnie gets things rolling by Accusing Jo of  being a 

slimy, traitorous Martian. She does so by placing a 

Skill card face-down in Jo’s direction, verbally 

declaring “I accuse you!” Jay decides it’s time for Jo 

to go as well, and he seconds the Accusation by also 

placing a facedown card: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Trials: Any player who had two or more Skill cards 

played against them are brought to Trial. In Initiative 

order, each such player goes through a Trial as 

follows:  

 • The Player may now Defend themselves by playing 

one Skill card to the table face up. 

 

 

  

 

• Randomly select two of  the Accusation cards (if  

more that two were submitted) and reveal them. 

• Resolve any Skill card special effects with the     

gavel ‘     ’  symbol. Note that even if  a Skill card 

effect benefits the ‘Defendant’, but it was played by 

an ‘Accuser’, the effect still benefits the Defendant! 

• Add the total number of  symbols (regardless of  

what skill they represent) played against the            

Accused. Then subtract the total number of  symbols 

played in Defense—if  the resulting total is 1 or more, 

then the Accused player is OUSTED (see below).   

      Otherwise, the Trial fails and play resumes as                           

        normal.  
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         Accusations & Trials.  

 

1. Make Accusations (Optional): Any Human agent, 

in no particular order, may Accuse any other Human 

agent of  secretly being an Martian. To do so, s/he   

places one Skill Card face-down in front of  the       

Accused player (remember the Golden Rule – once 

a card hits the table it cannot be taken back!). In 

order for a Trial to be called, another Human Agent 

must second the Accusation, also by placing one 

Skill card face-down in front of  the Accused player.  

 

Specific rules:  

• Only two Skill cards are needed to Accuse a single 

player – one to Accuse and one to second the         

Accusation. These cards must be submitted by      

different Human Agent players. Other players may 

submit a single Accusation card as well, but this is 

not required (and rare that it would be desirable).  

• A player may Accuse (or second) more than one 

player, provided they have enough Skill cards 

available to make each Accusation.  

• A player may only be Accused once per round. 

• Even Accused Agents may accuse other Agents—

the Trial Phase comes after the Accusation Phase. 

• All Accusations must be made before proceeding 

to the Trial Phase. 

Overachievement 

Extra Successful Threats (beyond the quantity    

required to satisfy the current wave) will “spill 

over” to the following wave. If  wave 3’s quantity 

requirements have been met, the Humans win 

immediately.  

Bonnie 

Jo 

Jay 

Marc 

Ryan 

 

Accusations Defense 

8 
STEP 

Matt 

Lilly 



3. Ousted. If  the Accused player was ousted: 

• The player discards all of  their cards 

• The player discards their Agent card—regardless 

of  their DNA, they will no longer be in the Agency 

• One at a time, creating palpable suspense, the 

player flips each of  their DNA cards face up:                
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4. Cleanup. All Skill cards associated with the        

Accusations & Trials are discarded face-down.  

 

Field Promotion. Human Agent players have 

the power to Field Promote Civilian players, as 

follows: 

• Any Agent player may reveal and discard at least 5  

symbols worth in Skill cards to Field Promote a 

Civilian (it doesn’t matter what the symbols are, nor 

do they need to all be the same symbol).  

• This cannot be done for a Civilian who was Ousted 

during the same turn. 

• If  Field Promoted, follow the Civilian rules for                 

Reinstatement below. 

• If  two or more players wish to perform a Field    

Promotion in the same turn, resolve them in Initiative 

order. 

HUMAN: If  all the DNA cards were 

Human, the player is now a Civilian. 

They must choose a Resource to 

decrease by 1. Additional Civilian details 

are below. 

CLONE: If  any of  the DNA cards were 

Martian Clone, the player is now a revealed 

Martian Clone. General rules for Martian 

Clone players are covered in each section 

throughout this rulebook, but it is important 

to understand how Martian Clone levels 

work—please review the related section 

below. 

Whatever the result (Human or Clone), from this point forward all 

DNA cards dealt to this player are face-up. Show your spots! 

Civilian Rules 

 

When a Human player is Accused & Ousted from 

the Agency, even though their DNA is pure, they 

are reduced to a lowly Civilian. 

 

Special rules for Civilian players: 

• As noted in the Round Details section above, as 

soon as a Human Player is Ousted and turned into 

a Civilian they must remove one Resource of  

choice (typically one of  the highest Resources).  

• Civilians have no Agent card – the Agent card 

they previously had is discarded to the bottom of  

the Agent deck.  

• Civilians draw up to 5 Skill cards at the beginning 

of  each round as normal.  

• Civilians cannot Lead a mission.  

• Civilians cannot Accuse or participate in      

Accusations.  

• Any new DNA cards a Civilian player receives are 

automatically placed face up - Civilians are 

watched closely!  

• Civilians are considered Human players for all 

other purposes, but they are not considered full 

Agents.  

 

Reinstatement: 

Some Threat success conditions and Agent Field   

Promotions allow a Civilian player to be 

Reinstated. Whenever this occurs: 

• The Civilian player draws two Agent cards and 

chooses one to keep (discard the other face 

down).  

• The player’s DNA cards are turned face-down.  

• The player chooses 1 Resource to raise by 1 

(typically one of  the lowest Resources)  

• The player is now a full Agent again, just as they 

were at the beginning of  the game.  

9 
STEP 
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CONDITIONAL—New Cloning Wave.  

If, during Threat Resolution (Step #7), the 

number of  Successful Threats for the current 

cloning wave reached or exceeded the number of  

required Successful Threats per wave (see “Winning 

the Game” below): 

• Deal one additional DNA card to each player.  

Human Agents receive these cards face down, while 

Civilians and Martian Clone players receive them 

face up for all to see.  

 

DNA cards are always placed in front of  the 

player in the order they were received, so it’s 

clear which card was received in each of  the 

three cloning waves - this is important in 

determining Martian Clone levels (see the Martian 

Clone Levels section below for more information) as 

well as other important gameplay elements.  

 

Example of  DNA Card layout: 

Jay keeps his DNA cards in front of  him, face-down: 
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STEP 

Winning the Game! 

 

If, after Step #7, the Humans have achieved the 

required number of  Successful Threats to win, the 

game immediately ends with a Human victory! 

If  -at any time– any Resource is lowered to ZERO 

or lower, the Martians immediately win the game! 

Number of Players Successful Threats Required to Win 

3 6 (2 in each wave) 

4 6 (2 in each wave) 

5 9 (3 in each wave) 

6 9 (3 in each wave) 

7 12 (4 in each wave) 

8 12 (4 in each wave) 

9 15 (5 in each wave) 

10 15 (5 in each wave) 

! 

Keeping track of  Successful Threats: 

The Humans need to keep track of  how close they 

are to winning (see chart above, in the “Winning the 

Game” section).  The easiest way to do this is to pile 

up the Successful Threats next to the board           

according the # needed per cloning wave. 

6 player example (2 Successes away from winning): 

Jay 

Start of  Game 

(Cloning Wave #1) 

Cloning Wave #2 Cloning Wave #3 

Successful Threats 

Cloning Wave 1: 

Cloning Wave 2: 

Cloning Wave 3: 

Some card effects allow other players to look at one of  your DNA 

cards. Be sure to put it back in the right spot! Mooooo! 



Martian Clone Level Examples: 

 

• If  the player received just one Clone DNA card 

in the first Wave (start of  the game), they are a 

level 1 Martian Clone.  

 

 

 

 

 

• If  the player received just one Clone DNA card 

in the third Wave, they are a level 3 Martian 

Clone.  

 

 

 

 

 

• If  the player received a Clone DNA card in both 

the first and second Waves, they are also a level 

3 Martian Clone.  

 

 

 

 

 

• If  the player received one Clone DNA card in all 

three Waves, they are a level 6 Martian clone! (1 + 

2 + 3 = 6) 
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  OPTIONAL—Reveal.  

  Any Unrevealed Martian Clone who wishes to          

  voluntarily Reveal themselves may do so now, 

as follows: 

• The player discards all Skill cards face-down.  

• The player discards their Agent card to the bottom 

of  the deck, face-down. 

• The player flips each of  their DNA cards face-up 

(without disturbing the order, as usual). 

• The player takes the Initiative Pog in the 

Overridden state. 

  

 

 

 

 

  Discard and Pass Initiative Pog. 

  Human players may choose to discard, face-   

  down, any number of  Skill cards remaining in 

their hands. 

 

Revealed Martian players MUST discard, face-

down, ALL Skill cards remaining in their hands. 

 

Unless the Initiative Pog was Overridden in a         

previous step, the Pog is moved 1 player clockwise/

left. If  it was overridden, simply leave it with the 

current player and flip it over. 
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STEP 

Martian Clone Levels 

 

The order DNA cards are received by a player is 

critical, especially in determining Revealed Martian 

Clone levels. When a Martian Clone player is 

Ousted from the Agency (or the player decides to 

Reveals themselves), they will have a Martian Clone 

level equal to the sum of  the wave(s) they received 

Martian Clone DNA card(s) in.  

Multiple players may Reveal in this way during this 

step. 

12 

STEP 

! 
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        Martian Clone Strategies 

If  you are a level 3 Clone or higher, we recommend 

you start being as aggressive as possible - even if  

you are discovered you will be sufficiently powerful 

as a revealed Martian Clone. Likewise, once the final 

Wave of  the game has been reached Martian Clone 

players can and should become very aggressive in 

order to squeeze out what little life may be left 

among the humans!  

Hidden Martian players can perform these types of  

acts that might not be "too obvious":  

• Add the seemingly positive Skill card with the "New 

Information" effect - these are almost always        

detrimental to the Threat, though it can be justified 

that you "didn't notice" or "didn't think it would 

hurt.”  

• Simply not add cards to a Skill threat, claiming you 

don't have anything that would help - sometimes the 

mere absence of  extra helpful cards is enough to 

sway the Threat from Success to Failure.  

• Consider positively helping a Threat, but assuring 

that in doing so the Initiative Pog will be moved to a 

better location (for you) next round.  

• Help one Threat but hurt another - this way you can 

capitalize on the positive favor from one, and           

attempt to hide out on the next.  

• Help the Threat you are leading by using some of  

the special Skill effects - by helping your own 

Threat, you may gain the ability to manipulate the 

next Threat without anyone being able to say one 

way or the other that you helped or hurt it.   

 

 

 

 

          Human Strategies 

We recommend not ousting any Humans, as that will 

make for an uphill battle the rest of  the game. 
 

If  there are any revealed Martians, try to keep the    

  Initiative Pog away from them. You want as many  

        Humans leading missions as possible. 

As a lowly level 1 Martian Clone, we suggest you try to remain   

hidden in the early stages and sow dissent! 

STRATEGY & TIPS 

Below are several optional variants you can try out 

with your play group as desired. Your entire play 

group must agree up front which variants will be     

included for the game, so there is no confusion    

during game play.          

 

           Field Promotion Variant 

This optional variant for Field Promotions adds a 

slightly different flavor to the game, as the Civilians 

now have the power to Reinstate themselves rather 

than depending on other Agents for a field 

promotion. If  you choose to use this variant, do NOT 

follow the Civilian Reinstatement rules detailed in 

the main section of  the rulebook above – this variant 

replaces that section. This variant works as follows:  

• Unlike the base game, in this variant non-Led 

Threats in the center of  the table cannot be          

contributed to by any player other than Civilian 

players (they still receive 1 Fate card as normal) - 

they're just not important enough for the Agents or 

Martians to focus on, but Civilians still want to help!  

• Each Civilian player can contribute up to 3 Skill 

cards to each non-Led Threat. 

• For each Successful non-Led Threat, the player 

with the Initiative Pog MUST choose 1 Civilian player 

to Reinstate (if  any).  

• When Reinstated, follow the standard rules for      

Reinstatement noted under the Civilians section 

above.  

• Civilians can still be Reinstated by various Threat 

Success conditions, as normal.  

• Other than these changes, Civilians still follow all 

standard Civilian rules.  

 

 

 

 

OPTIONAL VARIANTS 
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        Optional Skill Card Contribution Variants 

There are two optional variants for how Human 

players contribute Skill Cards to Threats - you may 

wish to use one of  these in larger games (6 to 8+ 

players), or if  your play group finds the standard 

contribution process to be too "chaotic.” Either 

variant is viable, each with their own flavor, 

dynamics, and new strategies introduced. 

 

Variant 1 - "One Threat at a time" 

Rather than openly and freely contributing Skill 

cards to any Threat at any time:  

• One Threat at a time, in Initiative order, each 

Human player contributes as many cards face down 

as they desire, within Proximity Restrictions, to the 

active Threats.  

• It doesn’t matter what order players contribute to 

the Threat, so long as contribution to one Threat is 

completed entirely before moving on to the next.   

After moving on, no player may add cards to a      

previous Threat.  

• Any Threats left in the middle of  the table are     

contributed to last. If  there are multiple Threats 

without Leaders, Skill cards must be contributed to 

one Threat at a time, in the previously determined 

order. As per the Proximity Restrictions, all players 

can contribute one Skill card at most to each Threat 

in the middle of  the table. 

 

Variant 2 - "One player at a time" 

Rather than openly and freely contributing Skill 

Cards to any Threat at any time:  

• One Player at a time, in Initiative order, each 

Human player contributes as many cards face down 

as they desire, within Proximity Restrictions, to the 

active Threats.  

• It doesn’t matter what order a player contributes to 

eligible Threats within Proximity Restrictions         

distance, so long as the player completes their   

contributions before moving on to the next player.  

 

 

           2 Player Co-Operative Variant 

These rules allow you to play Mars vs. Earth in a 

purely cooperative 2 player game:  

• Starting resources are the same as a 3-player 

game.  

• There will only be one Threat drawn each round, 

and only one successful Threat required each    

cloning wave for the Humans to win. Martian win 

conditions are the same as normal (any Resource is 

reduced to zero).  

• There is no need to create a DNA deck, there are 

no Accusations or Trials, and there will be no 

Martians in the game whatsoever - the Martian 

"player" is the game world itself.  

• Do NOT use the special 3-4 player rules card - all 

Threats will be at the normal difficulty level as in 5+ 

player games.  

• The number of  Fate cards added to each Threat is 

greater than in the normal game, as follows: Add 2 

Fate cards to Threats in the first Wave, 3 to the 

second Wave, and 4 to the third Wave. This is both 

balanced (globally) and creates a growing sense of  

danger as the players progress through the game.  

• All other rules are standard - play the game as   

normal from here.  
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Game Design by: 

 

              Jason Miceli &  

                         Matthew C. Plourde 
 

 

Artwork by: 

 

                  Ben Foster & 

        Andrew Zygmunt 
 

 

Additional Credits: 

Artwork post-op: Miceli Productions, LLC 

http://MiceliProductions.com 

 

 

BIG THANKS to our valued & dedicated Play 

testers—fine folks who have both defended Earth 

and betrayed the Blue Planet many, many times: 

Jolene M., Bonnie P., Lilly M., Alex M., Mike M., Mike B., Kevin 

S., Jeremy C., Mike L., Chickie L., Dan P., Heather P., Jacob B., 

Bryan M., Matt W., Marc P., Amy H., Andy H., Ryan B., Jeff  C., 

David F., Jesse S., Pal L., Ray N., Chuck M., Judy M., Timothy 

M., Kayleigh M., Adam M., Pete M.  

 

 

Special thanks to our historical consultant,  

Marcus “Caesar” Paluso!  

 

 

Game icons by Delapouite & Lorc, available at:  

http://game-icons.net 

 

 

CREDITS & THANKS  

 

Finally, we offer a HUGE thanks to our Kickstarter 

Grand Geek Admirals! Listed in order of  their eager-

ness to support us:  

1. David Fusfeld  

2. Patrick Picardo  

3. Jesse Stanley  

4. Andro Hsu  

5. Joel Nimety  

6. Nick Hawkins  

7. Daniel Perkins  

8. Jacob Bell  

9. Brian Stumm  

10. Raymond Nagle  

11. JeffC  

 

Many thanks to the immense support from all our 

Kickstarter backers, family, friends, and fools!  

 

Now get out there and defend humanity! … Or not... 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://GeekFeverGames.com 

 

No cows were harmed in the making of  this game…  

Okay, maybe one cow.  

Two, TWO cows if  you count an unfortunate “inside-out”          

incident. 

Okay, THREE cows max! That last one kinda got away from us a 

little…  

HEY!!! 


